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CHAPTER I
BASIC PRINCIPLES OF HOLOGRAPHY
Th©r© sure a ©umber of techniques far making holo
grams and each has certain unique characteristic®*

This

paper will discuss briefly and qualitatively only the
three-dimensional hologram mad® in reflected light» The
interested reader is referred to the bibliography for
descriptions of the other types of holograms and the
methods for obtaining them.
In beginning the discussion, it should b© recalled
that the information carried by monochromatic, coherent
light into an optical device (e«g,, the eye) is com
pletely determined by the amplitude and phase of the
light as a function of position in some plane through
which the light passes into the device*

If the phase

and amplitude across a monochromatic wavefront are
established at some plane in space, they are established
for all subsequent planes in the path of the wavefront.
Consider the simple case of a monochromatic wavefront carrying amplitude and phase information through
space from an object to some optical device.

This in

formation is impressed upon the optical device and
through subsequent processes is analysed so that the
characteristics of the light source are determined.

Now

1
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suppose that at sose plane between the object and the
receiver it was sodehow possible to store the amplitude
and phase information contained in the wavefront at that
plane and that it was also possible to impress this
infcreation on a "blank" (plane or uniformly spherical)
monochromatic wavefront passing through this plane at a
later time.

To the optical device, there would be no de

tectable difference between this later wavefront and the
original.

The optical device would see all of the char

acteristics of the source in the second wavefront just
as though the source were really there, even though the
source may have long since been removed.
The hologram is just such a storage plane.

The

amplitude and phase information contained in a wavefront
are stored as varying degrees of darkening across a
photographic emulsion on a glass plate.

In normal pho

tography, the amplitude information is stored by the
amount of darkening of the emulsion but the phase infor
mation is lost.

As a result, only part of the informa

tion about the light source is retained and information
such as depth and parallax is no longer available from
the photograph.

In a hologram, the phase information is

also stored making it possible to obtain the depth and
parallax information contained in the original scene.
In ordinary photography, the wavefront is brought
to focus onto a plane containing the photographic
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emulsion by a leas system.

With holography, m

system i© u@@d to focus the wavefront*

such lens

However, etnee

phase information i© stored in a hologram, a phas© ref-*
©rerac® baas oust be used to establish the phase of the
wavefront across the plan® of the emulsion®

This implies

the necessity of using monochromatic light to inominate
the subject and for the reference*
To ©@© how © hologram stores phase information
(The phase information will be interpreted as depth and
parallax information.)* consider Figure 1*1 in which two

plane polarised wavefront© with the ©am© wavelength
are striking a photographic plate*

A

A simple ©m & has

been chosen in which the reference beaa strikes the plat©
at a right angle to the plate and the object beam ©trike®
the plate at some angle ® (Th© object beam is so called
because it carries information to the plate concerning

the object of interest*),

The two wavefront® interfere

at th® plate forming a regular pattern and* where they
are in phas®, the emulsion is darkened the maximum
amount*

The distance between these maxima is shown in

the figure to be

d ® A /cos e.

Now consider the devel

oped plate in Figure 1-2 where a plane polarised source

is illuminating the plate exactly m
beam in Figure 1-1*

did th® reference

A Huygens wavelet construction

show© on© of th© first order wavefront© ©merging at am
angle

^

***** respect to the plate.

Not© that

^ ® ■©*,
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that is, the emerging first order wavefront in Figure 1-2
leaves the plat® at th® sane eagle at which the object
beam struck the plate.

This is important because it

shows that th® plate has stored angular information con
cerning th® object beam.

It is not difficult to carry

this reasoning a step farther and isagine an inregular
wavefront coming from the object and striking the plate
at varying angles across the plane of the emulsion in
Figure 1-1.

The phase information will be recorded as

before (Th® pattern will no longer be regular.) and when
the plate is illuminated as in Figure 1-2, an irregular
first order wavefront will emerge which will be identical
to the original wavefront from the object.

Thus the

original depth and parallax information was stored and
then impressed on a plan® wave passing through the plat®
at a hater time.

Of course, variations in amplitude

acres® th® original wavefront will also be stored.
Obviously the hologram is a very complex pattern of
interference fringes since every point on th© photo
graphic plat® receives light from every point on th®
object.

Th© hologram itself bears no resemblance to th®

object (unless the object is extremely simple) but
-Xnatead—a-ppsars—as—a—

platen

However, when the hologram is illuminated with a coherent
light source from the same angle as the reference beam,
on© of th© emerging first order wavefronts produces a
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virtual image of the object behind the plate.

An ob«

server will see an exact three-dimensional replica of
the original object.

By moving his head, the observer

can see parallax in the holographic image just as he
could in th© original scene.

He will also find that he

will need to re-focus his eyes to view objects which are
located at different distances in the holographic image.
The basic arrangement for making a hologram is shown
in Figure 1-3.

The laser beam is split into two parts,

one of which is used to illuminate the subject and the
other, which is collimated and goes directly to the plat®,
is used for the reference.

The irregular wavefront of

reflected light fros the subject (the object beam) com
bines with the reference beam at the photographic plat©
to give the complex pattern of interference fringes
called the hologram.
Figure 1-4 shows the viewing of the holographic im
ages.

The hologram is illuminated with a collimated beam

from a laser at the same angle that the reference beam
struck the plate.

On® of the first order wavefronts

appears to diverge from the point where th© original sub
ject was located.

An observer, by looking through the

hologram from position

2

in Figure 1-4, will see a vir

tual image of th® subject with all of the characteristics
of depth and parallax described above.

While moving his

head, he will observe the relative motion between objects
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located at A and B in tin© i m g © and, fey aligning A and B,
he will see that A obscures B a© in th© real scene*
The other first order wavefront emerging from the
hologram is also shown in Figure 1-4*

This wavefront is

the conjugate of th© one just described, that is, all of
it© contours are reversed*

Diverging waves become con
This wavefront converges

verging waves and vice-versa.

to the position shown, forming a real image.

Th© image

can be displayed on a screen placed at this position, and
front or rear object© in the scene can be brought into
focus by moving the screen toward or away from the holo
gram*

This wavefront has ©on® peculiar properties when

viewed from position

1

practice, an observer at

of Figure 1-4*
1

With a little

can see the image suspended

between himself and the hologram plat®.

From this per

spective, it would seen that if th© observer positioned
himself so that objects at A and B in th© image appeared
aligned, he would see the near object at B obscuring A.
This is not the case however; instead, B disappears and A
i® seen through th© "hole" left by B.

This ©ay indeed

sound strang© to th© reader; but it is nor® easily ap
preciated if actually observed.

This strange phenomenon

nay not seem so unreasonable if on© reconsiders Figure
1-3.

At a point on the photographic plat® from which A

and B appear aligned, no information about B is received
during the exposure; only information about A reaches
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this point*

Consequently, when viewing the holographic

images, an observer will see only A when he aligns A and
B in any of the images because this is the only infor
mation available at that point on the hologram.
In the above description of the production and view
ing of a hologram, it was assumed that the reference beam
was a plane wave.

It is not necessary that the reference

beam be collimated in order to produce a hologram.

For

example, the reference beam could be a diverging spherical
wave.

Holograms made this way are best displayed by il

luminating them with a spherical wave which is identical
to the reference beam at the same distance from the focal
point.

The virtual image appears as before, but now the

real image becomes the "inverse" virtual image at the
position shown in Figure 1-4.

An observer at position

1 will see an inverted scene and the parallax between
objects at A and B will be reversed; the object at A will
move in the same direction that the observer moves when
he looks around A to see B.
aligned.

A obscures B when they are

Also, as the hologram is moved farther from the

focal point of the illuminating beam, th© images become
larger.

Holograms mad© with a spherical reference beam

are called Fourier transform holograms or, sometimes,
Fraunhofer holograms.

This is the type of hologram that

was made with the camera described in this paper.
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CHAPTER XI

A DESCRIPTION OF TOE LAY-0II? M 0 COMSTHUCTXOM
OF A FOlfABIE HOiOGlAM CAMEM
Wobl©©® Considered Am the Besign
of tli© Hologram Camera
Thar© wore thro© major problems which had to bo
considered in the design of th© camera.

The final result

is a compromise solution to those problems.
Th© first concern was the stability of the camera.
Vibration can be a serious problem in holography because
movements of one-eighth of a wavelength {about 10

ft

cm)

during exposure can seriously impair the quality of the

hologram.

In order to reduce vibration problem®, the

camera was built with extremely rugged component® which
were mounted on a heavy base plate.

Since s large size

camera would be extremely heavy, th© size of th© camera
had to be limited so that it would still be portable.
The limitation on size, however, conflicts with the use
of rugged components sine© these components would then

obstruct th® light paths within th® camera.
Th© next requirement was that the camera be usable
in a lighted room.

This meant that the entire camera

had to be enclosed in a light-tight box and that an en
trance had to be provided for th© laser beam.

A means

also had to be provided for the removal of th® photo10
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graphic plate far development in a darkroom.
Most of th© camera parts were constructed fro© alum
inum in order to provide balk and strength with a minium
of weight.

The components had to fe© completely adjust

able so that the caaera conld he aligned.

At the sane

time, these components had to fee ©iapl© in design so that
a minimum number of machining operations would he required
to build them.

Th® final design required th® us® of only

a band saw, a drill press, and a vertical milling aachin® in addition to the usual hand tools.

The Camera
Figure 2-1 shows th® general lay-out of th® camera.
Th® laser beam ©Biers th® camera through a narrow alum
inum tub®.
th® camera.

This tub® prevents noomlight from entering
Beam splitter© at position® 1 and 2 in Fig

ure 2-1 split off parts of th© incoming beam for illumin
ation of the subject by way of th© microscope objectives
at 5 and 6 and the mirrors at 7 and 8«

Th© subject is

illuminated from tw© sides and from slightly above to
avoid harsh shadow® and to give a pleasing photographic
result.

Th® rest of th® beam continues on through th©

microscope objective at 3, to the mirror at 4, and then
to th® photographic plat© a© the reference beam.

Th®

reflected light from th© subject (the object beam) com
bines with the reference beam at th® photographic plat©
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to produce the interference pattern called the hologram.
The sises of the microscope objectives were chosen
to diverge the beams enough to illuminate the area of the
subject or, in the case of the reference beam, the area
of the photographic plate*

A 20 power objective was

suitable for each of the three positions*
The centerlines of the light paths through the beam
splitters and the microscope objectives are 454 inches
above the base of the camera.
graphic plate is about

The center of the photo

254 inches above the base.

subject is set on a small stage

6

Th®

inches in front of

th® photographic plate and about 14 inch above the base*
With this arrangement, the subject is illuminated from
slightly above and viewed so that the centerline of th©
subject is slightly below the centerline of the photographic plat®.

This was done to improve th© composition

of the final scene in th® hologram in order to make it
more artistically pleasing as well as to aid in illus
trating depth and parallax in the scene.
Figure 2-2A shows a mount for a microscope objective
used to diverge the laser beam.

The mounts for the beam

splitters are similar except that the square frame which
holds the partially silvered mirrors (Figure 2-2B) re
places the square frame which hold© th® microscope objec
tive,

The partially silvered mirrors are held in place

with a setscrew so that they may b© easily changed to
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adjust th® lighting*
2-2C.

A mirror ©oiiBi is ®famm in Figur©

Each mommt pivots on a. half-inch sie©i d@w©I pin

s@t in a half-inch thick aluminum plat® which in tarn is
fastened t® th® base plate*

The base plate is 1% inches

thick and mad© entirely ©f alneimua*
Th® precis® location of th® mounts was a matter of
trial-and-error«

A rang© of adjustment had to be provid

ed for each mount and no mount could obstruct any of the
light paths*

One© these position® w©r@ determined for

all of th® mounts, they wore carefully marked and holes
war® drilled and tapped so that the pivots could be per
manently fastened to th® has© plate at these positions*
Th®

3% inch by 4% inch

photographic plate is bold

insid® a sturdy cassette which can b@ lowered into a
rigid frame through a rectangular opening in th© top of
th® camera.

The essential forms of th© cassette and its

holding frame are shown in Figure 3-3*
structed of aluminum also*
to the camera has© plate*

These were con

Th© holding frame is bolted
Th© edges of a rectangular

hoi® in th® wooden top of the camera enclosure overlap

the top edges of th® cassette holding frame and a felt
seal is used to block light entering th© camera around
th® holding frame,

©hen th® cassette is lowered into th©

frame, it fills this opening in th© top cover of th© cam
era making th© camera light-tight.

Th® top of th© eas-

sett® is then flush with the top of th® woddhn cover and
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the cassette is fastened securely to the holding fr@ae
with two wing~nuts»
The entire interior of the caaera was sprayed with
a coat of flat hlack paint and then with another coat of
black optical paint to reduce internal reflections»
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CHAPTER III

RESULTS
Tli® Camera
The operation of the camera was convenient and very
satisfactory*

Alignment of the light paths was not diffi

cult and, once the camera was aligned, a number of holograms could be made in a fairly short time.

It takes a

maximum of about five minutes to place the cassette in
th® camera, expose the plate, and then remove the cas
sette.

Another ten minutes is required for th® develop

ing procedure and th® cassette can be re-loaded during
this time.

Holograms can easily be exposed within fif

teen minutes of each other while the preceding hologram
is being washed.

The convenience of the camera mad© it

possible for the author to quickly determine the adjust
ments in lighting and th® exposure that produced the best
holograms.
Figure 3-1 is a photograph of the hologram camera
with the stag© removed.

The laser can be seen in th®

upper right-hand corner of th® photograph and the cas
sette at the bottom center*

The cassette is also shown

in Figure 3-2 and the lens, mirror, and beam splitter
mounts are shown in Figure 3-3.

Th® stag® (not shown)

was mad® of plywood with a black velvet backdrop,
17
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Hologram Camera
Figure 3-1.
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Cassette
Figure 3-2.

Lens and Mirror Mounts
Figure 3-3.____
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The Holograms
Th@ quality of the holograms made with the camera
was excellent.

They were superior in brightness, clarity,

and detail to holograms that were available commercially.
Details such as the hairline on a slide rule could be
easily seen.
Figure 3-4 is a photograph of one of the scenes used
in the production of the holograms.

Figure 3-5 is a pic

ture of the hologram of the scene in Figure 3-4.

The

hologram obviously bears no resemblance to the real scene.
The concentric rings in the hologram are due to scattering
centers in the lens used to diverge the reference beam
and have nothing to due with the actual scene.
The next two figures

(Figures 3-6 and 3-7)

are

photographs of the holographic image illustrating the
depth and parallax information in the image.

These pic

tures were taken with a 35 mm, single-lens reflex camera
placed at position 2 in Figure 1-4.

The top picture in

Figure 3-6 was taken with the camera focused on the weight
in the foreground; the bottom picture with the camera re
focused on the stopwatch in the background.

Figure 3-7

is similar to Figure 3-6 except that in Figure 3-7 the
camera was shifted to the left to photograph the image
from a slightly different perspective.

Comparison

of

Figures 3-6 and 3-7 illustrates the parallax in the holo
graphic image.
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Actual Scene
Figure 3-4.

The Hologram
_Eiggr» 3-5.
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Weight in focus.

Watch in focua«
Holographic Image
gjg-wr_e_.3»6.
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Watch
focus.
Holographic Image From Different Perspective
______________ Figure 3-?.
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CHAPTER IV

SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENTS AND USES
OF THE HOLOGRAM CAMERA
Suggested Improvements
On® improvement which th© author feeIs would make
the camera more convenient to operate would he to provide
a much larger selection of partially silvered mirrors to
be used as beam splitters*

In order to' adjust the refer

ence beaa-to-object beam intensity ratio (see appendix),
there must be a means of controlling th® amount of light
that is split off from the incoming beam for illumination
of the subject*

This can be accomplished in this camera

by using various combinations of beam splitters from a
selection of partially silvered mirrors that have various
degrees of silvering*
Another improvement would be the us© of larger mir
rors at positions 7 and 8 in Figure 2*1 and higher power
microscope objectives at positions 5 and 6.

This would

make possible th© illumination of a larger area on th®
stage which would then allow a larger selection of sub
ject matter to be used.

It would also provide another

mean® of controlling th© reference beam-1o-object beam
intensity ratio*
To make th® arranging of the subject matter sore
24
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convenient, an opening could be provided in th© camera
enclosure behind the cassette so that th© ©tag© could he
viewed from the perspective of the photographic plate.
This opening would also provide a more suitable entrance
in which to place a photomultiplier or photocell for
measuring the intensities of the reference beam and the
object beam.
A shutter could also be provided at th© entrance for
the laser beam for more precise control of exposure time.
However* the shutter mechanism should not be attached to
the camera, the laser, or the isolated table on which
they set because th© vibrations of th© mechanism could
affect the quality of the holograms.

If other arrangements within the camera would be
more suitable for other hinds of holograms, more holes
could be drilled and tapped in the base plat® of the
camera for these arrangements or for the addition of
other components.
Suggested Uses
One topic which might be systematically studied with
the camera is the effect of the reference beam-to-object
beam intensity ratio on th© quality of a hologram.

There

are a number of variables which would have to be consid
ered in such a study$ namely, the exposure time, the de
veloping time, th© contrast in the object beam, and p©r-
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top® evea th© t©np©mt©r© of th® photographic emulsion.
A study ©f color holography could also b© mad© if
other laser soar©©® such a® the argon laser are available.

Another entrance to the first bean splitter would

have to be provided at a right angle to the present
trance.

en

The first bean splitter would then also serve as

© mixer.
Although th© Kodak 649-F emulsion is presently rec
ommended as the most suitable for holography using the
helium-neon laser as a source of coherent light, a study
could be made of other emulsions to determine their use
fulness to holography.

Such a study sight try to deter

mine what types of information these emulsions would be
capable of efficiently storing.
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APPENDIX
PROCEDURE FOR MAKING A HOLOGRAM
List of Equipment
I.

Hologram camera and shook mounted table.

2»

Heli«a*aeon laser with at least a 1.2 milliwatt
output.

3«

Kodak 649-F emulsion on 3$ in. by 4% in. spectro
scopic plates.

4.

Power meter to measure "output of laser (@og., Optics
Technology Inc. Fewer Meter, model 610).

5»

A sensitive photocell or photomultiplier to measure
the reference beam-to-object beam intensity ratio«

6.

A clock timer to measure exposure and development
times.

7.

Koodak D-19 Developer.

So

Kodak Indicator Stop Bath.

9.

Kodak Rapid Fixer.

10.

Thermometer.

11*

Drying racks for plates.

12.

A 20 power microscope objective to diverge the laser
beam for viewing the hologram.
Preliminaries
It was found that exposure times were very critical.

With th® laser output and lighting of the subject ad
justed properly, the optimum exposure time was 2% min
utes.

A deviation of % minute either side of this
27
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resulted in a slight loss of detail in the developed
hologram.

Th® balancing of th© intensities of th© ref

erence and object beans will depend upon the reflecting
properties of th® subject but if the reader follows
closely the instructions which follow, he should be close
to the optimum exposure and it will then be a matter of
making slight adjustments in the lighting of th® subject
or in the exposure time or both*
Before aligning th© camera, the laser output should
be adjusted to 1*2 milliwatts*

This output gives an ex

posure time of 2*5 minutes when the camera is properly
aligned*

A larger output, if available, would give a

shorter exposure time which would be desirable for min
imising the chances for vibrations to affect the hologram
Also, the laser should be operating in the "*<00 mod© to
give the output maximum coherence length.

The coherence

length must be greater than the maximum path length in
the camera.
Alignment of Camera
Aim the laser beam into the entrance tube of the
camera and position the beam so that it strikes the cen
ter of th© microscope objective used for th© reference
beam.

The beam will pass through the centers of two

beam splitters.
Next, adjust the first beam splitter (just inside
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the ©©trance) @& that the refloeted portion of the beam
goes through the ©icroscop© objective located at a right
angle to the.incoming beam.

the less intense beam re

fleeted from the back surface of th® beam splitter should
net he allowed to enter th® lens.

This precaution will

he ©specially important for the reference beam.

The

second beat splitter is adjusted in a similar manner.
The two mirrors which receive these diverted parts
of the incoming feea® are adjusted to give a uniform Illu
minatian of the subject.

These mirrors are called the

illuminating mirrors and are marked 1LLDM.

It ©ay he

necessary to adjust a microscope objective to center the
brightest portion of a beam onto its mirror.
Block the two illuminating beams to best observe
the reference beam and then adjust the reference beam
lens and mirror (labeled BEF&BENCS) t© center the refer
ence foe&m on th© fils plate.

A whit© index card in th®

cassette in place of the film plate will make this align
ment easier to observe.
Adjustment of Reference/Object Intensity Ratio
The reference/object intensity ratio is a matter of
some debate in the literature on holography.

Some au

thors recommend ratios of Isl to 1.5:1 and ethers advis©
a ratio of 3:1 with 10:1 not objectionable.

This author

obtained very good results with the camera using a ratio
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©f 111*
T© adjust til© rati®, place a photocell at the plssae
of th® photograph!© plat®*

Bloch th® illuminating beams

said measure th® intensity of th® reference bean (the
photocell output)*

Then block th® reference bean and

unblock the illuminating beams and measure th® reflected
light from the subject (object bean)*

If this ratio is

not in th® vicinity of l*l to 3:1, try adjusting the
lighting on the subject to obtain this range.

If this is

not possible, various combinations of bean splitters
should be tried until the ratio is close to the desired
range.

The author used a bean splitter glued to the

reference beam microscope objective to attenuate the
reference beam but this is a east® of the light*
Exposure
Th© photographic plat® should be placed in th©
cassette in total darkness, emulsion side toward the
subject,

During exposure, vibration in the room should

be kept at a minimum.

Avoid excessive noise or movement

that would disturb the camera during exposure*

All

manipulations of the cassette should be accomplished
with the laser output blocked*
1*

Block the laser output at th® entrance to the camera
with a thick card*

2.

Place the cassette in the camera and fasten it down
with the wing-nuts.
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3.

Raise the slid® in th® cassette so that th® line
scribed across th® slide is visible*

4.

Wait a noment for vibrations to settle and then
carefully reaove the card and expose the plate for
2.5 minutes«

5«

Replace the card and then lower the slide*

6*

Reaove the cassette from the camera•
Developing the Plate
It is important to remember that the 649-F emulsion

is an extremely high resolution emulsion*

Rest results

are obtained if the developing procedure recommended by
Kodak1 is carefully followed*
The plate should be developed in total darkness*
The author found that the recommended developing tine
for 649-F is optimum.

A time-temperatur© curve for Kodak

D-19 developer is shown in Figure A-l for use with 649-F
plates.

Deviations of about 0*25 minute either side of

the recommended developing time (©specially toward the
shorter side) resulted in a slight loss of detail in th©
final hologram.

Developing times should be extended

slightly an more plate® are developed if a replenisher

(D-19S) is not used*

Since care in th® development i®

important, th© reader is referred to th© Kodak publication
cited above for more detailed information on development
and preservation of photographic plates« Duly the basic
developing procedure is given here for a temperature of
68 °F

(20 °C)*
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1*
2.

Develop the plat© in Kodak D-19 d©v@lop@r for
minutes with continuous agitation.

5

Bins© in Kodak Indicator Stop Bath for 30 second®
with continuous agitation.

3rr^ Fix in Kodak Bapid Fixer for 2 to 4 ainute© with
continuous agitation.
4.

Wash in running water for 20 to 30 minutes.

5.

Bins© in distilled water and allow th® plate to dry
for at least an hour.
It is possible to view parts of th© hologram shortly

after washing but the quality of th® hologram improve©
considerably as it dries.

TEMPERATURE

(°F )

Figure A-l.
Tioe-Temperature Curve for Kodak D-19 Developer
and Kodak 649-f Haulsion.
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